Columbia Review Board Meeting March 27, 2011

1. Spring Issue sent to publisher!!!

2. New Issue
   - Updates

2. Science Bowl
   - New Date
   - Put prizes on flyer and FLYER!!! (see building assignment)
   - Volunteer to format questions

3. Science and Art Exhibit
   - Compile receipts and fill out expense report
   - Volunteer to write summary
   - Volunteer to write thank you letter to “Lord David and Lady Susie Sainsbury”
   - Email CUARTS to publicize and get tickets

4. Blog Update - Peixuan

5. Ideas for the Website
   - Put minutes on website

Science Review Meeting Minutes

Spring Issue

   - New copies sent out
   - We should think about launch party for this issue
   - A lot of first drafts are in. Second drafts should be in next week.

Science Bowl

   - Science Bowl date has been changed.
   - More flyering should be done-sign up
   - Considering contacting past groups to see if they want to participate again.

Science and Art Exhibit

   - Still many things assigned in order to get Gatsby fund.
   - Entire group will write thank you letter to “Lord David and Lady Susie Sainsbury”